High Score Recommendation Guideline
Goal of the RV Cancer Screening test is to detect tumors earlier through consequent annual
tumor screening. The test is set up in such a way that tumors are ideally detected in the phase where
the tumor is still growing locally (carcinoma in situ), as tumors in this stage are easier to treat
successfully.
Yellow zone (Combined score 245 – 260)
A positive score in the yellow zone is not necessarily an indication for cancer, but instead shows
an increased likeliness of the current development of a tumor (please see above for difference between
the two). No need for drastic measures and reactions.
For candidates resulting in the yellow zone, it is therefore important to understand that even if a
tumor is present, it is not immediately necessary to take drastic measures or have a drastic reaction, as
it is first important to confirm and secure the positivity of the test by repeating it once after 2-3 months
when the immune system has had the chance to recover of potential side effects. If the repetition test is
positive again, the candidate can take next steps to confirm and localize where a potential tumor may be
through other diagnostic tests. In any case, these candidates will in this scenario have found a positive
test result and a potential tumor development earlier than without having done RV Cancer Screening
test and the candidate therefore wins vital time in the fight against the disease.
Red zone (Combined score > 260)
RV Cancer Screening Test results in the red zone are statistically correlated as tumor or cancer.
Next test for monitoring is recommended in 3 months.
If RV Cancer Screening is tested annually, if the result is positive, the last negative result was
only a maximum of one year ago, so that an identified tumor is very likely to be at an early stage.
The following guidelines can be followed in order to confirm and localize a potential tumor:
A tumor anamnesis guide to indicate risk areas for each patient can be provided by the
laboratory. This anamnesis guide serves to reveal tumor entities that a given patient may be more
exposed to than others by inquiring about medical history, family medical history, patient habits and
other relevant factors. This can guide a doctor/oncologist towards tumor types more likely for a given
patient. Such tumor types should be investigated first. In order to confirm and localize a tumor, a
doctor/oncologist can perform the following tests:
1. Indirect tests that provide an indication that something is going on in the body which could be caused
by a tumor
i. Complete Blood Count test
ii. Liver and kidney function test
iii. ESR test (erythrocyte sedimentation rate)
iv. CRP test (C-reactive protein)
v. Calcium level test
2. General tumor markers – Although general tumor markers are often not suitable for cancer
screening, they may provide valuable information in the confirmation and localization of a tumor

i. CEA – colon, rectum, pancreas, stomach, breast, lung
ii. CA 19-9 – pancreas, gastric, cholangio, duodenal
iii. CA 125 – ovaries, uterus, fallopian tubes, peritoneal carcinomatosis
iv. PSA - prostate v. Alpha-fetoprotein – liver, testicles
vi. LDH (Lactic Dehydrogenase) – lymphoma, melanoma, leukemia
vii. Beta hCG – germ cell tumor
2. The most accurate and reliable way to confirm and localize a tumor is a PET/CT scan.

Remark
False negative result 
RV Cancer Screening test statistically detects 97.5 out of 100 tumors. The test thus
recognizes tumors with a high hit rate, but not 100% of the cases, so that there is a residual risk of false
negative results. An annual repetition of the test is therefore also important in order to be able to
discover and treat the 3% of previously unrecognized tumors.
False positive result 
Statistically, one out of 200 people tested - i.e. 0.5% of the test - may have a false positive
result. If the result is weak, it is advisable to repeat the test after 3 months. This repetition of the test
serves to confirm the slightly positive result and can rule out that an accumulation of events that affect
the upward test produce a false positive result.
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